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No one said that starting new programs from scratch would be easy, but
after a successful launch in July 2006 of its Asperger’s Syndrome Adult
Transition Program—the only residential program in the country
created exclusively to serve adults with this disorder—Chapel Haven
decided to offer its unique programming model in other areas of the
country to other underserved populations.
Chapel Haven’s traditional program, founded in 1972 in New Haven,
Connecticut, uses a teaching model for its residential life skills,
employment services, recreation, and education programs. Its two-year
residential program offers an intensive curriculum that teaches young
adults with cognitive disabilities the keys to independence. After
successful conclusion of the two-year program, the men and women of
Chapel Haven transition into the community where they live
independently, with just enough support from Chapel Haven in all
areas to be independent for the rest of their lives.
With two successful programs to its credit, each with its own unique
curriculum serving very different populations, the time was right to go
forward. Because of its national reputation for services to individuals
with disabilities, the University of Arizona in Tucson was a logical
starting point for its new program, Chapel Haven West. The new
program will serve persons with autism spectrum disorders and
persons with mild developmental disabilities. Scheduled to open in July
2008, this program also will have a unique, specially designed
curriculum. The Chapel Haven West curriculum will feature Social
Communicative Competence as its core component. With a speech and
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